SUPERGIRL GROUP
Katherine Colbert, voice
Rose Donohue, voice
Mica "lowbrow" Evans, voice
Alex Olivia Gerber, voice

Sirens
Four Russian Women’s Truth
Winter Odyssey

Four Russian Women’s Truth
+ Rose Donohue, 2014
Dani Radacoskey-Pentoney, 2014
+ Mowgli Giannitti, double bass:
Mowgli Giannitti, 2014
+ Rainjana Haynes, voice & Singer Joy, voice and conducting:
Missa Morganae
Singer Joy, 2014

BARD TRIO
Chase Fiedler, voice, guitar and cello
Dani Radacosky-Pentoney, voice and guitar
Emily Vaias, voice and group leader

Sun Goes Down
Special Friend
Student Center Lament
Funes, His Memory (story by J. L. Borges, folk opera interpretation)
Sleep for Me

Sun Goes Down
Special Friend
Student Center Lament
Funes, His Memory (story by J. L. Borges, folk opera interpretation)
Sleep for Me
Chase Fiedler, 2014
James Overton, 2014
Emily Vaias, 2014
Alex Olivia Gerber, 2014
Dani Radacosky-Pentoney, 2014

CHILL GROUP
Ned Haweeli, voice
Singer Joy, voice, movement and ukulele
Dane Whitman, voice, bass guitar and group leader
Sara "the Vegan" Wilson, voice, movement and banjo

the dining room in the dark
Symbiosis
Upstairs, Downstairs
Why?
Chemical Trail

the dining room in the dark
Symbiosis
Upstairs, Downstairs
Why?
Chemical Trail
Rose Donohue, 2014
Sara “the Vegan” Wilson, 2014
Ned Haweeli, 2014
Dane Whitman, 2014
Singer Joy, 2014

INTERMISSION/REFRESHMENTS
on the mezzanine
composing for the choir
BenningtonWorks/3pm December 7, 2014
Deane Carriage Barn at Bennington College

TRANSCENDENT CROWD
Abraham Edelman, voice, movement and recitation
Mowgli Giannitti, voice, bass, movement and group leader
Rainjana Haynes, voice and movement
Alma Carmina Marquez, voice and movement
James Overton, voice and movement
Katherine Colbert
members of the Bard Trio
Ned Haweeli & Singer Joy, percussion

Uroboros
What I Know About Poland
Mother Goose
X
Turnips
texts: "The Sacred and the Profane" by Mircea Eliade
and "The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature" by William Cronon
Cosmology
Basic Compassion

SUPERGIRL GROUP
Katherine Colbert, voice
Rose Donohue, voice
Mica "lowbrow" Evans, voice
Alex Olivia Gerber, voice
Rainjana Haynes, voice
Singer Joy, voice

The Floodgates Keep Breaking
The Pomegranate Song
Leaving
Shut Up and Stay for One More Song
Crows
Instrument

thank you for all your support!